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GET TO KNOW YOUR TERRITO-

Thanks to a dynamic and interactive interface, TerriSTORY® enables you to better grasp your territory, 
assess its potential and identify clues to prioritise development.

TerriSTORY® is:

A vast compilation of territorial indicators covering a wide range of subjects for territories in transition:

 
> Energy production and consumption    > Carbon sequestration
> Greenhouse gas emissions (GHG)    > Economy and society
> Mobility        > Climate
> Airborne pollutants      > ...

Take charge of environmental and socio-economic challeng-

Example of territorial indicators



START A NEW CHAPTER IN YOUR TRANSITION 

TerriSTORY® provides a set of functionalities to simulate scenarios, their socio-economic and 
environmental impacts, and thereby make informed choices.

Define a trajectory in line with the challenges ahead

Set a course
The goal is to set objectives that 
meet the medium and long-term 
challenges of the territory.

Develop an action plan
Based on the main action leverages 
identifed, projects can be prioritised through 
an iterative process. 

Measure the impacts
The interactive interface allows you to 
simulate the impacts of your action plan and 
visualise its contribution to the achievement of 
your territory’s transition objectives.
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TAKE ON THE CHALLENGE TO-

Une dynamique collective

Each territory, while pursuing its own objectives, 
contributes to the achievement of more 
global objectives, whether regional, national, 
European or international. 

«

Data observation is a fundamental issue in the 
implementation of regional energy and climate 
policies. The Region, through the deployment of 
TerriSTORY®, allows all municipalities in Brittany 
to manage their transition by accessing recent, 
territorial and harmonised data.

André Crocq, Regional Councillor in 
charge of the energy transition for the 
Brittany Region
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Get involved in a collective effort

This is how TerriSTORY® creates a community 
of territories that are commited to 
collectively taking up the challenge of 
transition. 

TerriSTORY® is a regional reference tool for the
supervision of regional planning documents and
regional strategies. It helps to take matters into our
own hands because the transition is not only a
matter of experts, but a matter of all those who live 
in the territories.

Éric Fournier, Regional Advisor, Special 
Delegate for Air, Climate and Energy

TerriSTORY® is a device that will allow Positive
Energy Territories to better grasp the reality of
their territory, sharpen their decision process and
materialise the inter-territorial solidarity through 
the visualisation of the flows that link them.

Jérôme d’Assigny, Director of Public 
Affairs at Valobat

TerriSTORY® is more than a tool, it is a project to
reinvent data governance and territorial support.

Serge Nocodie, 1st Vice President
of AURA-EE



Partners : 

TerriSTORY® : 
A MULTI-REGIONAL
PARTNERSHIP INITIATIVE

A project carried out by a community of 
actors with a public service or general 
interest mission and working at different 
territorial levels.

A tool co-constructed with the territories.
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Simple to use, terristory.fr is accessible to all. 

As a support to territorial facilitation, it provides a pedagogical way 
to organise dialogue between stakeholders within a territory in a 
shared territorial project logic.

Ever evolving, TerriSTORY® is frequently updated with new data-
sets and new functions.

TerriSTORY® uses public domain data and multi-sources from the National Institute of Statistics 
and Economic Research, the National Institute of Geographical and Forestry Information, public 
sector services, Open data platforms, regional observatories, etc.

contact@terristory.fr

terristory.frwww

An overview of 
TerriSTORY in 2 minutes


